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Figure 1: A paper inquiry system based on topic network visualization. Users are able to see their original uploaded paper at the
left part of the system, and they can identify the summarization of the paper with the visualization in the right part. In the bubble
chart view, they can grasp the distributions of topic keywords by each section. The topic network view allows users to figure out the
network relations among the nodes selected above the bubble chart view.

ABSTRACT

This study proposes a web system with visualization tools to help
users easily explore and summarize topic keywords and contents of
specific papers in which they are interested. The system is composed
of three views; 1) A view that shows the original paper uploaded by
user, 2) A bubble chart view that displays the distribution of topic
keywords by each section of the paper, 3) A topic network view that
shows the relation of keywords related to the selected nodes from the
bubble chart. Through these views, users can not only understand
what topic keywords are important in each section of the paper but
can also quickly identify the content of the paper by checking the
flow of the keywords' network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The process of finding relevant papers from a number of papers
plays an important role in helping researchers to conduct their own
research. Researchers read a lot of papers to get a reference for their
research and to propose a new contribution to the related fields.

However, because of the massive amount of paper containing
various research methods, researchers have to spend a lot of time
searching for a proper paper they need. So there has been an em-
phasis on a system to solve this inefficient researching process [1].
In order to meet these demands, a method of extracting important
keywords from text data is required. Therefore, this paper aimed
to create a visualization system to make users easily and quickly
understand the content of the papers they want to identify by using
Latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2], an effective topic modeling
method that can effectively summarize text data and identify topics.
There are some previous studies about topic visualizations such as
LDAvis [3], helping users understand text data by allowing users to
inspect the terms associated with each topic. In this paper, we did
not only focus on the previous studies’ purposes, but also aimed to
create a system that presents the distribution and relation in each



section of topic keywords for making users understand the content
of a paper more specifically. Our study focus on three objectives:

• Understanding the distribution of topic keywords by section
using bubble chart view, and identifying flows among each
keyword and summary of paper through topic network view.

• Analyzing and comparing networks created by each section or
topic keywords via interactions.

• Applying an example paper to the system to demonstrate the
usefulness of the study.

2 METHODS

2.1 Data Processing
Once a research paper with PDF file format is uploaded, it will be
saved in the database and converted into paper data in the mark-up
language form. The paper most optimized for analysis in the web
system is the VIS proceeding paper published by IEEE.

2.2 Visualization
2.2.1 Bubble Chart View
This view shows the distribution of the topic keywords of the up-
loaded paper for each section. The titles of the sections are arranged
in rows, and the keywords are arranged in each column by summing
up the importance of the topic keywords after the topic modeling.
The size of each node is proportional to the frequency of appearance
of the corresponding topic keyword for each section.

The user can hover each node and grasp the node-centric topic
network. The network consists of keywords extracted by topic mod-
eling in the section containing the hovered nodes. The edges among
each network node consist of the dependency value of each word
with syntax analysis At this time, the direction of the edge is formed
toward the higher dependency value between two keywords. In ad-
dition, corresponding nodes may be selected through an interaction
of clicking a node or dragging an area.

2.2.2 Topic Network View
This view shows a visualization of the relationships among the nodes
selected in the bubble chart view. After merging each of the networks
that appeared when hovering the selected nodes in the bubble chart
view, the network is updated with some keywords that have high
connection weights. The color of each node is colored by the color
of the section which has the most corresponding keywords. With the
left controller, users can select the sections and filter the information
by the selected section to update network. In addition, when a node
is clicked, the labeled keyword is highlighted in the left original
paper view, allowing users to find out the actual usage of the term.

3 USAGE CASE

In this section, we introduce a scenario that assumes a user who
tries to conduct multidimensional Radviz visualization has uploaded
work by Han et al. [4], a related article, into the system.

First, the user can grasp the distribution of topic keywords by
section of the uploaded paper through the Bubble chart view. If
the user is interested in the topic ‘dimension’, the user can hover
the ‘dimension’ node for each section to see the keyword network
centered on that node. In the process, when the user hovers the topic
keyword ‘dimension’ in the section ‘Usage Scenario’, the user can
identify that three keywords ‘dimension’, ‘scenario’, and ‘music’
are connected in the order (Figure 2-Left).

Therefore, the user selects nodes corresponding to the keywords
‘dimension’ and ‘music’ to identify the topic network. The user
checks only three sections - ‘Introduction’, ‘Manipulating Dimen-
sional Anchors’ and ‘Usage Scenario’ - at the left controller to see a
network containing only the selected section (Figure 2-Right).

Through the network, the user can identify that ‘clustering’,
‘weight’ and ‘scenario’ nodes are connected additionally around

the ‘dimension’ node. As two nodes - ‘visualization’ and ‘technique’
are connected around the ‘clustering’ node, the user can grasp that
the paper used a cluster visualization technique. Also, the ‘scenario’
node is connected to the ‘music’ node, which is connected to ‘vol-
ume’, ‘loudness’, and ‘energy’ nodes. Through this information,
the user is able to identify that the paper used music data to write a
scenario with three variables - volume, loudness, and energy.

Also, when the user clicks the node labeled with ‘dimension’, the
‘dimension’ keywords corresponding to the three sections checked
before in the controller are highlighted in the left original paper
view. In this way, users can freely search for topic keywords, set
desired conditions, and then summarize specific contents of a paper
by identifying topic maps.

Figure 2: (Left) A keyword network which appears on a bubble chart
view when hovering a node ‘dimension’ in the section ‘usage scenario’.
(Right) A keyword network on a topic network with the nodes selected
from the bubble chart view.

4 CONCLUSION

The goal of this study is to develop a visualization system that helps
users to reduce the time for finding relevant papers so that they can
manage the research process efficiently. Through the visualization,
they are able to identify topic keywords of paper by each section and
can get summarized information of specific sections of the paper
with some interactions which make a topic network from selected
nodes. It also highlights where the keyword of the node appears in
the actual paper so that the user can easily find the relevant contents
and read them in detail. Furthermore, this system can improve the
performance of topic modeling by reinforcing taxonomies consider-
ing options such as synonyms in preprocessing of text data, so that
a more advanced system can be created later making the users can
actually save the paper and use the system. Additionally, the study
will perform a validation process for confirming whether the end
users can actually use this system usefully.
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